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I. INTRODUCTION

WWW is expanding into the dynamic repository for information on virtually every topic including people and their relations to one another as well as to contents. The dynamism is changing web in truly fundamental ways [11], mainly due to companies such as Facebook, Google, and Yahoo! Ideally information retrieval over web needs methodologies that offer high performance and intelligent retrieval [8].

The proposed Intelligent Retrieval Model (IRM) resorts to object oriented methods for being intelligent over the conventional search techniques. As the complexity of the web shoots, the efficiency of existing search algorithms drops [7]. Therefore there is a need to strike a balance between complexity of web information representation and efficiency of information computing. The most conventional information retrieval technique works on the basic principle of query based pattern matching of the search terms entered by the user and displaying as output the document with exact combination of the keywords that may include Boolean operators. The Boolean text systems reflects the inability of the relational model to express a wide range of relationships between diverse objects on web.

IRM accommodates more complex relationships than the Boolean ones due to the object oriented background. The relational data model [1][2][3] has been the most popular method for information handling. Although the relational model is easy to implement and is simple, it is inefficient for handling multidimensional data in present scenario of emerging web. Relational model suffers severe drawbacks [4]

1. Limitations on data structure flexibility particularly in handling hierarchically structured data. To represent the specific information about a sub part of information, individual tables for each sub parts with many more tables to establish hierarchical links are required.
2. Relationships lack the explicit specification. The information by combination of different relations among entities is hard to extract especially by a naive user.
3. Query language knowledge is mandatory by all users. Also in languages such as SQL [5], user needs to specify the query in specified format.
4. In contrast to relational model, proposed model provides a more elegant paradigm for information handling. It stems on object oriented approach that allows automatic hierarchical information representation by storing data explicitly at various levels of abstraction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background of object based system in contrast to relational data model. Section 3 presents a conceptual model embedding the object oriented concepts in web search methodology followed by the architecture of proposed intelligent retrieval model, further illustrated with the examples of various web domains. Results are discussed in the section 4 and finally paper is concluded in the section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

Traditional information handling over web has been very successful, but is limited to certain types of applications [7]. As web experiences an explosion in the diversity of its users, as business users expand to newer types of applications, and grow older ones, their attempts to use WWW encounter the “Relational barrier," where RDBMS technology suffer pitfalls to provide the performance and functionality desired. This barrier is encountered when extending information models to support relationships, new data types, and direct
support of objects over WWW. Equally, the barrier appears when deploying in distributed environments with complex operations. Attempts to scale the barrier with relational technology lead to an explosion of tables, many joins, poor performance, poor scalability, and loss of integrity [9]. Object oriented information computing offers a path beyond this barrier. Object oriented information representation enjoys enormous advantages over a relational model. The core of object oriented system is an object that is a behavioural unit constituted of fields and methods to manipulate those fields. An object's state at a certain moment is the values of its fields. Object is the combination of procedures and data which performs all the operation with the help of message passing between various objects. A class / property inheritance system consists of a set of concepts with a strictly transitive inheritance relation and a set of inheritance properties associated with each concept [10]. Object oriented systems support data abstraction which means various procedures specific to a class or a particular category of information can be clubbed together thereby increasing the modularity of information computing. In contrast to this relational data model do not support any one to many correspondences without creating new tables thereby making the search tedious [4].

Modern information computing is expected to provide the desirable object-oriented features through which the complex relations within the applications can be expressed in an enhanced way for simplifying web information handling. The study on the existing information computing approaches disclose the lack of standard data models for handling web based information management applications. The existing hypertext data models [13][14] reflect the whole database in terms of n-tuples but fail to meet the terms with the object-oriented approach. Object-oriented approach adopted in [15][16] lacks the mapping to standard logical model. A hybrid data model that combines the advantages of the relational model with the positive features of semantic data models represents database as a graph and hierarchy to some extent through grouping constructs [17]. But the approach lacks to provide object orientation and hypertext semi-structured data handling. Conventional information search over web is ruled by the keyword based technique that fails to capture relationships between the words entered in query leading to irrelevant documents as output.

III. INTELLIGENT RETRIEVAL MODEL (IRM)

WWW has billions of related documents that may prove to be appropriate for a users query. But relationship between two concepts over WWW needs to be recognized. The proposed system identifies object oriented concepts embedded in the web search to describe the various queried topics in which the user might be interested and the relationships while preserving a degree of generality.

a) Conceptual Model of web based Inheritance

The class inheritance system consists of set of concepts with a strictly transitive inheritance relations and set of inherited properties associated with each concept [6][12]. Inheritance describes the ranking or ordering in general of abstraction. The class structure of an object oriented information system consist of an “is-a” hierarchy often to describe single or multiple inheritance and the object hierarchy describes a “part-of” or “whole / part” hierarchy to denote aggregation [18]. Inheritance describes the relation between the classes that allow us for the definition and implementation of one class to be based on that of other existing classes. A new class inherits the properties from its parents and may introduce new property that extend, modify or defeat its inherited property [21] unless an exception is specified. Fig. 1 elaborates the proposed conceptual model embedding the object oriented concepts for enhanced web search. Inheritance is described as the ability of sharing the attributes and operations between objects and their class. Typically the object classes are objects themselves, so they also inherit the attributes from other classes. Inheritance tree of Fig. 1 exhibits an object inheritance network as a directed graph.

Fig. 1: Object Inheritance

Nikon Coolpix P500 and Panasonic Lumix DMC 10K are instances of class DigitalCamera (Is-a links) which is again a subclass of Camera. Nikon Coolpix P500 inherits the relation “Comes-with” from the class Recording-Feature. Panasonic Lumix DMC 10K does not inherit since an exception is specified by the link shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Exception Link
Inheritance is both a form of expansion where the behavior and data associated with the child class or subclass is always an extension of the parent class, and a contraction because a child is always a more specialized or restricted form of parent class [19]. DigitalCamera is a subclass of Camera and Price and therefore inherits traits from both super classes. Any path in the graph that links two nodes (classes in this case) represents the relation between two reflected concepts. A path with only one link is simplest possible relation as shown in Fig. 3; the relation is a one link.

**Fig. 3:** One Link

Inheritance hierarchy of object oriented system can be described with different types of associations [20]. Complex relations may have two or more links. Fig. 1 distinguishes between flat and hierarchical relations. The relation shown in Fig. 4 is a flat relation where electronic gadget shares property links like ‘sells’ and ‘comes-with’.

**Fig. 4:** Flat Relation

Aggregation facilitates collection of elements together to form a case of abstraction. It also hides the details of its parts. This information hiding results in aggregate that may be considered as a collection of parts that together form something new that is more than just the sum of its parts [19]. Inheritance often can be regarded as the feature that distinguishes the object oriented paradigm from other programming languages [20].

**Fig. 5:** Hierarchical Relation

Fig. 5 show a hierarchical relation where a link ‘comes-with’ is inherited by Nikon Coolpix P500.

b) Intelligent Retrieval Model (IRM): Architecture

The proposed model for enhance web search methodology generalizes the relatedness concept on the following levels:

- **Query handler**: User enters the keyword based search into the interface which is derived from the normal dialogue box from the conventional search engine. The request is forwarded to the query handler which generates the web object well matched with the queried keywords. The Meta data of tags describing the object attributes are also stored.

- **Knowledge space**: It implements the trustworthy deep web knowledge categorization into the multiple domains of the desired search area. This component help to organize dispersive information on the surface web in a way that facilitates creation of object lexicons corresponding to each domain based on vertical search.

- **Object Mapper**: The surrounding text of the web object on the web page provides the object description. The mapper converts the same in the structured form and filters the noisy information.

- **Relationship Graph**: The object lexicons results in hierarchically structured knowledge source where each node refer to different semantics. The domain knowledge is represented as a directed graph termed as inheritance network graph as it virtually creates relation recognizer that amplifies the corresponding object semantics while other irrelevant information is suppressed.

The main components of the IRM are elaborated in Fig 6 and briefed below:

- **Query handler**: User enters the keyword based search into the interface which is derived from the normal dialogue box from the conventional search engine. The request is forwarded to the query handler which generates the web object well matched with the queried keywords. The Meta data of tags describing the object attributes are also stored.

- **Knowledge space**: It implements the trustworthy deep web knowledge categorization into the multiple domains of the desired search area. This component help to organize dispersive information on the surface web in a way that facilitates creation of object lexicons corresponding to each domain based on vertical search.

- **Object Mapper**: The surrounding text of the web object on the web page provides the object description. The mapper converts the same in the structured form and filters the noisy information.

- **Relationship Graph**: The object lexicons results in hierarchically structured knowledge source where each node refer to different semantics. The domain knowledge is represented as a directed graph termed as inheritance network graph as it virtually creates relation recognizer that amplifies the corresponding object semantics while other irrelevant information is suppressed.
Object Indexer: User information is far beyond the keyword-based search. To meet such a requirement, IRM offers object-oriented object indexing. The output from the relationship graph extracts the structure attributes of the desired web objects by discovering the best matched structured information from the web object mapper. The hierarchical structure of the domain knowledge is exploited and the entry in the pseudo page corresponding to the object information is re-ranked by cross-verification with the super class and the subclass from the inheritance graph.

The hierarchical links between the search objects stored by IRM are shown in Fig. 7.

Consider a search object song made up of three categories Western, Ghazals, and Folk. Let each of these categories is made up of subcategories as shown in the Fig. 7. A song is represented as an individual class (C1). Proposed model abstract the search information by creating a set of classes Ghazals (C2) and Gz_Hindi (C3) at different levels. An object representation can naturally capture the inherent structure of search over WWW. Objects can be created at various levels of web search and IRM supports storage of hierarchical links between objects along with the objects themselves. IRM facilitate creation of new subclass with specific group of objects having common features and new class object will represent the common abstract property e.g. in Fig. 9 the objects Fk_Punjabi and Gz_Punjabi and Gz_Hindi share a common property singer. Hence a new subclass having these three objects as its instances can be created which will then be a subclass of the generic class C2 and C3, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) respectively.

IRM not only supports mutually exclusive objects but also allow to directly represent conceptually overlapping objects. As opposed to tree structure the lattice may have any node with more than one parent. IRM describes this feature that allows arbitrary intersection of class boundaries as multiple inheritance. As shown in Fig. 9, some objects are instances of two or more classes while other of one of the class. Consider the situation where the objects Wst_Rap, Gz_Hindi, and Fk_Punjabi share the property Mumbai_Music_Director. Also objects Wst_Hiphop and Fk_Punjabi have the property Yr. of Release. The structure shown in Fig. 9 approves the conceptual overlap of regions as Fk_Punjabi is a part of both concept groups.

Object Sub Class C2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Ghazals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is_a</td>
<td>Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_sung_in</td>
<td>Gz_Hindi, Gz_Punjabi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8(a): Object Sub Class C2

Object Sub Class C3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gz_Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is_a</td>
<td>Ghazal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singer</td>
<td>Male, Female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8(b): Object Sub Class C3

Fig. 9: Instances from class
IV. RESULTS

IRM implementation shows the efficient representation of relational information between the web search results that leads to enhanced search. Fig. 11 provides the illustration as screen shots for the query “Panasonic Lumix DMC 10K” that is a digital camera. All the components details Price of said queried camera are displayed using the feature of multiple inheritance. IRM creates a new subclass called Panasonic_Lumix_DMC10K and have as its instances only those components that are displayed with the price tag belonging to the queried camera. The key point is that an object can be instance of any number of classes supposed from a different view point.

Similar illustration for searching another electronic gadget “Nikon Coolpix P500” is given in Fig. 12. The object instances are grouped similar to the exemplification as shown in Fig. 12. The basic relations between the concepts in the IRM are more general. Beside products and their findings, IRM also considers other types of knowledge that user commonly desire for example: the components, price etc. and its associated elementary relation for the products at various levels.

V. CONCLUSION

The quality of information computing as in keyword based Boolean expression query formulation is unable to express relationships. Entity representation as objects provides natural ease of viewing WWW at different levels of abstraction. The proposed model IRM reduces the number of components as per user needs that leads to reduced computational complexity. It facilitates the hierarchical representation of web objects that ensures efficient capture of all desired information with less latency. The results confirm identification of not only one to many relationships resulting in tree structures but also many to many relationships resulting in lattice by using IRM. The main advantage of the proposed work is the freedom of regrouping and the ability to visualize the same object from different aspects for efficient web search. From the point of view of user, information computing over web seems to have embedded relations among the objects and the drawbacks of keyword based searching over web are effectively reduced by the object oriented approach. In addition to possible applications in product search, this work could improve methods for information computing as in indexing and querying. The indexer will obtain suggestions on related concepts and relationships on which a search result may be indexed. These suggestions are not restricted to hierarchical organization, but also include inter hierarchical information.
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